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Michael Talve

Michael Talve is the CEO and Managing Director of The Expert Institute - a 
comprehensive expert provider to many of the most successful medical 
malpractice, personal injury, and mass tort firms around the country.  

The Expert Institute has 7 on-staff physicians trained in a variety of medical 
specialties, and a team of non-medical researchers with access to subject matter 
experts across all disciplines and industries - providing regular support to 
attorneys in all practice areas for consultative expert engagements and formal 
retention / designation, when necessary. 

The Expert Institute has played an integral role in high-profile litigation concerns 
across the country; the firm has contributed to many of the largest verdicts and 
settlements in all 50 states over the past 6 years.
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Andrew Smiley

Andrew Smiley is a partner with Smiley & Smiley, LLP - a prominent New York 
City personal injury law firm. His practice is focused on personal injury, medical 
malpractice and wrongful death. 

He is currently President of the New York City Trial Lawyers Alliance and 
President Elect of the New York State Academy of Trial Lawyers. From 2010 –
2016, he was named a New York Super Lawyer.

What is the purpose of an expert witness?
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An expert witness should be permitted to offer an opinion on an 
issue which involves “professional or scientific knowledge or 
skill not within the range of ordinary training or intelligence.”

Benefits of an Expert
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The Benefits of an Expert

Experts help to visually 
present your case to a 
jury, adversary, mediator 
or arbitrator.

Experts can serve as a 
private tutor and provide 
a consultative and 
informative learning 
experience.

Experts can help you 
learn what the other side 
may argue – they can 
play devil’s advocate.

The Benefits of an Expert

Experts can help you 
determine if you have a 
case or not.

Strengths vs. 
weaknesses

Pitfalls to watch out for 
in your case.

Experts can be crucial in 
developing your liability 
case.

Experts have the ability 
to  help realize the full 
value of your damages 
case.
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The Benefits of an Expert  

A great expert can:

Teach you about your case

Guide you through the litigation 
process

Educate the jury

Characteristics of a great expert:

Well educated and credentialed

Well spoken and charismatic

Effective educator

Examples of Experts
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Examples of Experts

Medical

Liability – testify as to departures from 
the standard of care (failure to 
diagnose, negligent surgery, failure 
to timely refer, etc.).

Treating Physician – testify as to the 
treatment rendered to your client for 
her injuries and the future impact of 
those injuries.

Examples of Experts   

Medical Malpractice: Delayed Diagnosis of Stroke

Plaintiff presented to ER with complaints of migraine. ER doctor diagnosed her symptoms as a migraine and 
referred her to family physician. Family physician diagnosed plaintiff with migraine and discharged her. Patient 
returned to ER and was finally diagnosed with stroke after suffering brain damage.

Multiple experts were required to determine liability:

ER Doctor

Family Physician

Neurologist

How we helped:
In-House Medical Team reviewed case and identified multiple deviations from standard of care. 
Research team lined up numerous qualified experts to determine how these lapses in care could have been 
prevented and the damages sustained by the plaintiff.
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Examples of Experts

Professional Engineers

Premises cases, defects, code violations 
– trip and fall, slip and fall cases.

Defective equipment or product – trash 
compactor, radiator, oven, 
lawnmowers.

Examples of Experts    
Personal Injury: Product Defect - Stove Explosion

This case involves a defective range oven, purchased at a major retailer. The homeowner contacted the retailer to request a service 
appointment. The 3rd party service provider was unable to repair the oven, did not disengage the device, and left it in the home. Two 
days later, the stove exploded killing 1 individual.

Multiple experts were required to determine liability:

Stove Engineer / Designer

Owner of a large home appliance firm

Forensic Fire Investigator

How we helped:
Our research team located and vetted experts to opine on the design of the stove, the known defect and how it could've been 
corrected. Discovery revealed that the manufacturer, as well as the retailer, were aware of this hazard. Experts for appliance 
maintenance and service conveyed the standards that a reasonable technician would adhere to - and further, that the stove should've 
been disengaged, to prevent against an explosion. Finally, a forensic fire investigator was retained to demonstrate how the explosion 
caused the fire and impact which resulted in these two tragic fatalities.
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Examples of Experts

Construction Experts – labor law cases

Transportation Experts – subway, bus, 
auto, tractor trailer – train operators, 
bus drivers.

Human Factors & Bio-Mechanics 
Experts – reaction times, perception, 
body movement.

Economists – wage loss, benefits, etc.

Examples of Experts    

Personal Injury: Trucking Accident

This case involves a truck driver who was traveling across the country and fell asleep at the wheel, causing a catastrophic 
accident which killed multiple other drivers on the road.

Multiple experts were required to determine liability:

Accident Reconstructionist

Trucking Safety and Policies

How we helped:
Our research team worked with the attorney to determine that an accident reconstruction expert was required to interpret 
data on the truck’s black box. The attorney was also provided consultative phone calls with a trucking expert who 
explained that the travel logs demonstrate that the driver had been on the road for 36 hours during the prior 48 hours, 
which is illegal and prohibited by state regulations. The trucking expert assisted the attorney in identifying requisite 
materials during discovery, and served as an advisor to the lawyer throughout the litigation process.
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Examples of Experts

Life Care Planners – future needs.

Rehabilitation – potential work options.

Videographer / Photographer – day in 
the life, accident scene, helicopter, 
injury photos.

Illustrators – accident scene, medical.

Examples of Experts

Court Exhibit Specialists – diagrams, 
magnetic boards.

Other types of experts include personal 
trainers, physician specialists, 
warnings experts and plastics / 
metal analysts.
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When an Expert Should be Retained

When an Expert Should be Retained

Some case law requires 
an expert to be part of 
your testimony.

To make your case 
stronger, increase the 
value, learn more about 
the subject matter, or to 
get your case settled 
faster.

Become educated about 
the issues so you can 
best advocate for your 
client.
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When an Expert Should be Retained

Medical Malpractice Claims:

When you must consult with an expert before filing a lawsuit.

When the law requires a Certificate of Merit.

When it makes good practical sense to do so.

When an Expert Should be Retained

Prior to Depositions:

Experts can help you with questions and areas of inquiry.

Experts can help identify the elements to make your case.

Experts can help identify who you should question.
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When an Expert Should be Retained

An expert can help you with discovery requests for items that you might not know that 
you should ask for.

Examples of this include a request for daily inspector logs, site safety reports, or train 
incident occurrence report.

When an Expert Should be Retained

Summary Judgment Motions – either move for summary judgment or oppose summary 
judgment with an affidavit for your expert.

Pre-trial Settlement – settlement package, formulate demands.

Prior to the trial.
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When an Expert Should be Retained   

Experts can be leveraged to:

Consult on the critical issues at hand

Review the merits of a case

Prepare reports

Review records

Give depositions

Provide testimony

CLE Course Code

10038
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How to Find the Right Expert

Finding an expert:

How to Find the Right Expert   

Colleague referral

Calling local universities

Print directories

LISTSERVs

Bar associations

Expert directories

Trial lawyers associations

Trade associations

Google or Linkedin

Court documents

Local paper

Expert consulting firms

Authors or peer reviewed journals
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Vetting an expert:

How to Find the Right Expert   

Conflict checks

Suitability (education / experience)

Subject matter expertise

Lectured / published on the topic

Expert witness experience (litigation history) 

References from lawyers he /she have worked with previously 

Screening an expert:

How to Find the Right Expert  

Background check services
Daubert histories
Malpractice claims
Publications
In-person interviews

Phone conferences
Attorney references
Professional references 
Character references 
Manually checking for conflicts 
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Meeting your expert in person:

How to Find the Right Expert

Expert is an integral member of the litigation team

Confirm that the expert is well spoken, charismatic, a strong communicator

Make sure your expert is presentable in appearance

Cost of an Expert
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Average costs of experts:

Costs

Initial medical malpractice review - $1,000 to $2,000 and a rate of $400 per hour after 
that.

Economist Report - $2,000 to $3,500.

Engineer inspection of accident site - $750 to $2,000.

Court Exhibits - $150 to $350 for exhibits.

Costs     

The Expert Institute has compiled the most comprehensive analysis of expert witness fee data in the 
industry. Sourced from over 5,000 experts across the country, the report provides a general overview of 
expert billing.

Case Review

$351

Deposition

$459

Testimony

$488

Case Review Deposition

$525

Testimony

$567

$388

Average 
Hourly Fees

Medical Non-Medical

Source: www.theexpertinstitute.com/expert-witness-fees
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